altar." And though this ritual is in the later Books fiercely repudi-
ated, and its god denied in express terms,'by the prophet Micah,
shewing how it was outgrown as the Jews progressed in culture,
yet the tradition of a blood sacrifice whereby the vengeance of a
terribly angry god can be bought off by a vicarious and hideously
cruel blood sacrifice persists even through the New Testament,
where it attaches itself to the torture and execution of Jesus by
the Roman governor of Jerusalem, idolizing that horror in Noah's
fashion as a means by which we can all cheat our consciences,
evade our moral responsibilities, and turn our shame into self-
congratulation by loading all our infamies on to the scourged
shoulders of Christ. It would be hard to imagine a more demoral-
izing and unchristian doctrine: indeed it would not be at all un-
reasonable for the Intellectual Co-operation Committee of the
League of Nations to follow the example of the Roman Catholic
Church by objecting to the promiscuous circulation of the Bible
(except under conditions amounting to careful spiritual direction)
until the supernatural claims made for its authority are finally and
unequivocally dropped.
As toBible scienqe,it has over the nineteenth-century material-
istic fashion in biology the advantage of being a science of life and
not an attempt to substitute physics and chemistry for it; but it
is hopelessly pre-evolutionary; its descriptions of the origin of
life and morals are obviously fairy tales; its astronomy is terra-
centric; its notions of the starry universe are childish; its history
is epical arid legendary: in short, people whose education in
these departments is derived from the Bible are so absurdly
misinformed as to be unfit for public employment, parental
responsibility, or the franchise. As an encyclopedia, therefore,
the Bible must be classed with the first edition of the En-
cyclopedia Britannica as a record of what men once believed,
and a measure of how far they have left their obsolete beliefs
behind.	'	>	'"
Granted all this, the fact remains that a great deal of the Bible
is much more alive than this morning's paper and last night's
parliamentary debate. Its chronicles are tetter reading than
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